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Abstract In this paper we introduce the logic programming language

Disjunctive Chronolog which combines the programming paradigms of

temporal and disjunctive logic programming� Disjunctive Chronolog is

capable of expressing dynamic behaviour as well as uncertainty� two no�

tions that are very common in a variety of real systems� We present

the minimal temporal model semantics and the �xpoint semantics for the

new programming language and demonstrate their equivalence� We also

show how proof procedures developed for disjunctive logic programs can

be easily extended to apply to Disjunctive Chronolog programs�

Keywords Temporal Logic Programming� Disjunctive Logic Program�

ming� Semantics� Proof Procedures�
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x� Introduction
Temporal logic programming ��� has been widely used as a means for

describing systems that are inherently dynamic� For example� consider the fol�

lowing Chronolog ��� program simulating the operation of the tra�c lights�

first light�green��

next light�amber� � light�green��

next light�red� � light�amber��

next light�green� � light�red��

On the other hand� disjunctive logic programming ��� ��� ��� was intro�

duced as a formalism for expressing uncertainty�

plays�john�soccer� � plays�john�basketball��

sportsman�X� � plays�X�Y�� sport�Y��

sport�soccer��

sport�basketball��

From this program� it can be easily extracted as a conclusion that john

is a sportsman� even though there is no exact knowledge about the kind of sports

he is participating in�

There are many systems however in which dynamic behaviour and un�

certainty coexist� Real�time and reactive systems� expert systems� temporal or

generally multidimensional databases are such examples� It is therefore natural

to ask whether there exists a single logic programming paradigm which amalga�

mates the above two notions in a semantically lucid way�

In this paper we introduce temporal disjunctive logic programming in

order to combine the ideas of both temporal logic programming and disjunctive

logic programming� Our starting point is the temporal language Chronolog pro�

posed by W� W� Wadge ��� whose semantics have been systematically developed

by M� Orgun ��� ��� �	�� The new language that we propose� called Disjunctive

Chronolog ��� is capable of expressing time�related uncertainty of di�erent forms�

Event uncertainty� Consider for example the curriculum of a computer science

department� which requires from students to register in the Algorithms or Data

Structures course in the term after they have taken Discrete Mathematics� The

above restriction could be expressed in Disjunctive Chronolog as�

first course�discrete math��

next course�algorithms� � next course�data structures� �
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course�discrete math��

The event uncertainty results from the fact that after a student has

taken Discrete Mathematics he can choose to enrol in the Algorithms course� in

the Data Structures course� or in both� The particular event that will take place

is not known in advance�

Time uncertainty� Consider for example the following program�

first visit�george�greece� � first next visit�george�greece��

have good time�X� � visit�X�greece��

The time uncertainty is expressed by the �rst clause which says that

�George is either going to visit Greece this or next year 	or both
��

The semantics of Disjunctive Chronolog extend the semantics of both

Chronolog ��� and Disjunctive Logic programming ��� ���� More speci�cally� we de�

�ne minimal model semantics and �xpoint semantics for Disjunctive Chronolog

programs and show their equivalence� Moreover we show that proof procedures

developed for disjunctive logic programs ��� ��� ��� ���� can be extended to apply to

Disjunctive Chronolog programs�

This paper is organized as follows� Section �� describes the temporal

logic 	TL
 of Disjunctive Chronolog� Section  introduces the syntax and section

� the declarative semantics of Disjunctive Chronolog programs� In section �� we

present a proof procedure for Disjunctive Chronolog programs� In section � we

present related work� Finally� section � concludes the paper and suggests some

topics for future work�

x� The Temporal Logic of Disjunctive Chronolog

The temporal logic 	TL
 of Disjunctive Chronolog is the logic of the

logic programming language Chronolog	Z
 developed by W� W� Wadge and M�

Orgun ��� ��� �	� ���� In this section we give some useful background de�nitions

regarding temporal logic which are adopted from ��� �	� and present some useful

tautologies that are valid formulas of the logic TL�

The temporal logic 	TL
 of Disjunctive Chronolog is based on linear time

with unbounded past and future� The set of moments in time is represented by

the set Z of integers� TL has three temporal operators first� next and prev�

The operator first is used to express the �rst moment in time� while next

refers to the next moment in time� and prev to the previous moment in time�
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The syntax of the formulas of temporal logic is an extension of the syntax of

�rst�order logic with three formation rules� if A is a formula� then so are first

A� next A and prev A�

The semantics of formulas of TL are given through temporal interpreta�

tions�

De�nition ��� �Temporal interpretation�

A temporal interpretation I of the temporal logic TL comprises a non�empty

set D� called the domain of the interpretation� over which the variables range�

together with an element of D for each variable� for each n�ary function symbol�

an element of �Dn � D�� and for each n�ary predicate symbol� an element of �Z

� �D
n

��

Interpretations are extended to all elements of the language by a satis�

faction relation j� which is de�ned in terms of temporal interpretations� In the

following de�nition j�I�t A denotes that a formula A is true at a moment t in

some temporal interpretation I�

De�nition ��� �Semantics of TL�

The semantics of the elements of the temporal logic TL are given inductively as

follows�

�� If f	e�� � � � � en��
 is a term� then I	f	e�� � � � � en��

 �

I	f
	I	e�
� � � � � I	en��

�

�� For any n�ary predicate symbol p and terms e�� � � � � en���

j�I�t p	e�� � � � � en��
 i� hI	e�
� � � � � I	en��
i � I	p
	t


� j�I�t �A i� it is not the case that j�I�t A

�� j�I�t A �B i� j�I�t A and j�I�t B

�� j�I�t A �B i� j�I�t A or j�I�t B

�� j�I�t 	�x
A i� j�I�d�x��t A for all d � D where the interpretation I�d�x�

is the same as I except that the variable x is assigned the value d�

�� j�I�t first A i� j�I�� A

�� j�I�t prev A i� j�I�t�� A

�� j�I�t next A i� j�I�t�� A

If a formula A is true in a temporal interpretation I at all moments in

time� it is said to be true in I 	we write j�I A
 and I is called a model of A� If a

formula A is true in all temporal interpretations at all moments in time� we say

that A is valid 	we write j� A
�
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Now we present some useful tautologies that are valid formulas of the

logic TL� The symbol r stands for any of first� next� and prev� The proof of

correctness of these tautologies is straightforward ����

�� Temporal operator cancellation rules�

a� r	first A
 � 	first A


b� next prev A � A

c� prev next A � A

�� Temporal operator distribution rules�

a� r	�A
� �	rA


b� r	A �B
� 	rA
 � 	rB


c� r	A �B
� 	rA
 � 	rB


� Rigidness of variables�

a� r	�X
	A
� 	�X
	rA


x� Syntax of Disjunctive Chronolog Programs
The syntax of Disjunctive Chronolog extends the syntax of disjunctive

logic programs ��� by permitting temporal operators to be applied to the atomic

formulas 	atoms
 of the clause� A temporal atom is an atomic formula with

a number 	possibly �
 of applications of temporal operators� The sequence of

temporal operators applied to an atom is called the temporal reference of that

atom� A temporal disjunctive clause is a clause of the form�

H� � � � ��Hn � B�� � � � � Bm

where H�� � � � �Hn� B�� � � � � Bm are temporal atoms� n � � and m � �� The left

hand side is called the head of the clause while the right hand side is called the

body of the clause� In the body� the comma stands for the conjunction operator

���� If n � � then� the clause is said to be a denite temporal clause� If m � �

then the clause is said to be a positive temporal disjunctive clause� A Disjunc�

tive Chronolog program is a �nite set of temporal disjunctive clauses� Clearly�

Chronolog is a subset of Disjunctive Chronolog� obtained when all clauses are

de�nite temporal clauses�
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x� Declarative Semantics
In this section we introduce the minimal temporal model semantics and

the xpoint semantics of Disjunctive Chronolog programs� For this we will use

the notion of canonical temporal atoms � clauses � programs ���� A canonical

temporal atom is a formula of the form�� first nextn A or first prevn A

for some n � �� where A is an atomic formula� A canonical temporal disjunc�

tive clause is a temporal disjunctive clause whose temporal atoms are canonical

temporal atoms� Finally� a canonical temporal disjunctive program is a set of

canonical temporal disjunctive clauses�

As in Chronolog ��� �	�� every temporal disjunctive clause can be trans�

formed into a 	possibly in�nite
 set of canonical temporal disjunctive clauses�

This can be done by applying first nextn� where n � �� to the clause� and

then using the tautologies of TL to distribute the temporal reference so as to be

applied to each individual temporal atom of the clause� �nally any super�uous

operator is eliminated by applying cancellation rules of TL� The same procedure

is followed for first prevn� where n � �� For more details and examples on

this transformation the interested reader may refer to 	��

Intuitively� a canonical temporal disjunctive clause is an instance in time

of the corresponding temporal disjunctive clause�

The value of a given clause in a temporal interpretation can be expressed

in terms of the values of its canonical instances as the following lemma� originally

stated in ���� shows�

Lemma ���

Let C be a clause and I a temporal interpretation of TL� j�I C if and only if

j�I Ct for all canonical instances Ct of C�

��� Mapping Temporal Programs into Classical Programs

Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program� The set of all canonical in�

stances of the program clauses is itself a 	possibly in�nite
 Disjunctive Chronolog

program Pc which we call the canonical instance of the program P � In the fol�

lowing we show that the minimal model and the �xpoint semantics developed

for disjunctive logic programs ��� ���� can be easily extended to apply to Disjunc�

tive Chronolog programs� For the development of these semantics� we will use

an interesting property of the canonical instance Pc of a Disjunctive Chronolog

�� By next
n and prev

n we mean n applications of the operator next and prev respectively�
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program P � That is� the clauses in Pc can be put into a one�to�one correspon�

dence with the clauses of a classical disjunctive logic program� This idea was

�rst used by M� Baudinet �� in order to develop semantics for the temporal logic

programming language TEMPLOG� by extending the semantics of Horn clause

logic programs ����

The correspondence between Pc and the classical program P �

c 	which we

will call the classical counterpart of Pc� following the terminology used by M�

Baudinet
 is established if we consider each first nextn p as well as each first

prevn p� i�e� each predicate symbol along with the temporal reference applied

to it� as a single predicate symbol in a �rst�order language� More formally� the

classical counterpart P �

c of a canonical temporal program Pc is de�ned as follows�

Let L� be the language that contains the constant and function symbols of the

language L of Pc and the predicates first nextn p and first prevn p� for

each predicate symbol p in L and each n � �� Then P �

c is the classical program

obtained from Pc by replacing each predicate in Pc along with the temporal

reference applied to it� by the classical predicate in L� corresponding to it� It

is easy to see that there is a one�to�one correspondence between the temporal

interpretations for Pc 	for L
 and the classical interpretations of P �

c 	of L�
�

Thus a temporal interpretation I satis�es Pc if and only if the corresponding

classical interpretation I� satis�es P �

c � In this way� the results on the semantics

of 	possibly in�nite
 disjunctive logic programs apply to the classical counterpart

of the canonical instance of the Disjunctive Chronolog program and then we can

easily extend them to Disjunctive Chronolog programs�

It is important to emphasize here that using the above mapping the

proofs of all lemmas and theorems that follow are easy because they reduce

to the proofs of the corresponding theorems in the theory of Disjunctive Logic

Programming ����

��� Minimal Temporal Model Semantics

The minimal temporal model semantics of Disjunctive Chronolog are

based on the notion of Temporal Herbrand Models� The Herbrand universe UP

of a program P is the set of all ground terms that can be formed by the constant

and function symbols that appear in P � The temporal Herbrand base THBP is

the set of all canonical ground temporal atoms whose predicate symbols appear

in P and their arguments are in UP � A temporal Herbrand interpretation I is a

subset of THBP � A temporal Herbrand interpretation which satis�es all clauses
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in P at all moments in time� is a temporal Herbrand model of P �

As in the case of the clausal form of �rst�order logic� in order to prove un�

satis�ability of a set of TL clauses it su�ces to consider only temporal Herbrand

interpretations�

Because of the correspondence between the canonical instance Pc of a

program P and its classical counterpart P �

c � the results concerning the mini�

mal model semantics of disjunctive logic programs ���� can be also applied to

Disjunctive Chronolog programs� Thus� a Disjunctive Chronolog program does

not have in general a unique minimal temporal Herbrand model� Instead� its

meaning can be captured by the set of its minimal temporal Herbrand models�

Theorem ���

Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program� A canonical ground positive tem�

poral clause C is a logical consequence of P i� C is true in all minimal temporal

Herbrand models of P �

The proof of this theorem as well as the proofs of the theorems and lem�

mas in the following sections� are immediate extensions of the proofs of the cor�

responding theorems and lemmas in the theory of disjunctive logic programs ���

if we take into account the correspondence between the canonical instance of a

Disjunctive Chronolog program and its classical counterpart�

��� Fixpoint Semantics

The �xpoint semantics developed for disjunctive logic programs by J�

Lobo� A� Rajasekar and J� Minker ��� ��� ��� can also be easily extended to Dis�

junctive Chronolog programs� In order to de�ne the �xpoint semantics we will

introduce the following de�nitions�

De�nition ��� �Temporal disjunctive Herbrand base�

Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program� Then� the temporal disjunctive

Herbrand base 	TDHBP 
 of P is the set of all canonical ground positive temporal

clauses formed using distinct elements from the temporal Herbrand Base of P �

De�nition ��� �Expansion�

Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program and S a set of canonical ground

positive temporal clauses� The expansion exp	S
 of S is de�ned as follows�
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exp	S
 � fC � TDHBP jC � S or 	C� � S such that C � is a subclause of Cg

The de�nition of the mapping TP for Chronolog programs is given as

follows�

De�nition ��� �Immediate consequence operator TP �

Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program� and TDHBP be the temporal

disjunctive Herbrand base of P � The immediate consequence operator TP �

�TDHBP � �TDHBP is de�ned as follows�

TP 	I
 � fC j C� � B�� � � � � Bn is a canonical ground instance of a clause

in P� and fB��C�� � � � � Bn�Cng 
 I where �i� with � � i � n� Ci can be

null and C is the positive temporal clause obtained fromC��C��� � ��Cn

after eliminating the multiple occurrences of temporal atomsg�

The power set of TDHBP for a program P is a complete lattice under

the partial order of set inclusion 	

� The bottom element of the lattice is the

empty set 	�
� end the top element is the temporal disjunctive Herbrand base

TDHBP of P � In is known that monotonic mappings over complete lattices

have �xpoints ����

The following theorem shows the equivalence between minimal temporal

model and the �xpoint semantics of Disjunctive Chronolog programs�

Theorem ���

Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program and C � TDHBP � Then the follow�

ing are equivalent�

�� C is true in all minimal temporal Herbrand models of P �

�� C is in exp	lfp	TP 

�

� C is a logical consequence of P �

x� Procedural Semantics of Disjunctive Chronolog

A Disjunctive Chronolog goal clause is of the form� � G�� � � � � Gn�

where each Gi is a canonical positive temporal clause� Comma stands for the

conjunction operator ���� In general a correct answer is considered to be a set of

substitutions f��� ��� � � � � �kg such that �		G� � � � ��Gn
��� 	G�� � � ��Gn
�� �

� � �� 	G� � � � ��Gn
�k
 is a logical consequence of the program�
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When not all temporal atoms included in a goal clause are canonical� we

say that the goal clause is open�ended� An open�ended goal clause G represents

the in�nite set of all canonical goal clauses corresponding to G� In the following

sections all goal clauses are considered to be canonical�

��� TSLO�resolution

By taking into account the correspondence between a canonical instance

of a Disjunctive Chronolog program and its classical counterpart� one can easily

adapt the proof procedures developed for disjunctive logic programs so as that

they apply to Disjunctive Chronolog programs� In this section we illustrate how

SLO�resolution� developed by J� Lobo� J� Minker and A� Rajasekar ��� ��� ��� for

disjunctive logic programs� extends to apply to Disjunctive Chronolog programs�

The new proof procedure� called TSLO�resolution� applies to canonical program

and goal clauses�

De�nition 	��

Given two canonical positive temporal clauses C andD� where C � A��� � ��An�

we say that C ��subsumes D i� � � mgu		A�� � � � � An
� 	B�� � � � � Bn

� where

B�� � � � � Bn are 	not necessarily distinct
 atoms in D�

De�nition 	��

Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program and G be a canonical temporal

goal� A TSLO�derivation from P with top goal G consists of a 	possibly in�nite

sequence
 of canonical temporal goals G� � G�G�� � � � � Gn� � � � such that for all

i the goal Gi�� is obtained from the goal�

Gi �� C�� � � � � Cm��� Cm� Cm��� � � � � Cp

as follows�

�� Cm is a canonical positive temporal clause in Gi 	called the selected

clause
�

�� CB � B�� � � � � Br is a canonical instance of a program clause�

� CB ��subsumes Cm�

�� Gi�� is the goal�

Gi�� � � 	C�� � � � � Cm��� 	B� � Cm
� � � � � 	Br � Cm
� Cm��� � � � � Cp
��

if r � ��

otherwise 	i�e� if r � �
� the goal Gi�� is�

Gi�� �� 	C�� � � � � Cm��� Cm��� � � � � Cp
��
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De�nition 	��

Let P be a Disjunctive Chronolog program and G be a canonical temporal goal�

A TSLO�refutation from P with top goal G is a �nite TSLO�derivation of the

null clause from P with top goal G�

By taking into account the one�to�one correspondence between the canon�

ical instance Pc of a program P and its classical counterpart P �

c as well as the

one�to�one correspondence between a goal clause and its classical counterpart

which is obtained in the same way� we can easily prove soundness and com�

pleteness of TSLO�resolution by adapting the corresponding theorems for the

soundness and completeness of SLO�resolution for disjunctive logic programs ����

x� Related Work
Introducing uncertainty in programming languages appears to be useful

in a number of interesting applications� Our �rst attempt in this direction was

the design of the temporal logic programming language TRL �
� ���� which has

been successfully used for a number of real world applications �	�� However�

although the proof system designed for TRL was sound� it was not complete

mainly due to the model of uncertainty supported by the language� The language

Disjunctive Chronolog proposed in this paper has been developed in order to

provide a manageable form of time uncertainty as well as a sound and complete

proof system�

In ��� Chronolog clauses without function symbols are considered as tem�

poral deductive databases� specifying temporal relations among data and pro�

viding base relations to an algebraic front�end called TRA 	Temporal Relational

Algebra
� Recently� considerable attention has been given to Disjunctive Dat�

alog ��� as the basis for disjunctive deductive databases� We believe that the

Disjunctive Chronolog language introduced in this paper� without function sym�

bols� could be used as the basis for temporal disjunctive deductive databases�

In temporal reasoning and temporal databases� it is common to manip�

ulate the time parameter 	or more generally the context
 as an extra argument

in classical logic relations� This approach has been used in Datalog�S
��� It

is easy to see that Datalog�S is closely related to Chronolog without function

symbols� To our knowledge however� Datalog�S has not been extended to allow

disjunctions in the heads of clauses� An amalgamation of Disjunctive Data�

log �� and Datalog�S would lead to a formalism which is similar in nature to

Disjunctive Chronolog� Another formalism that resembles to both Chronolog
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and Datalog�S is 	�at
 Statelog ���� a language designed for applications on ac�

tive deductive databases� The syntax of 	�at
 Statelog is similar to that of

Chronolog� but only a special kind of rules 	the progressive ones
 are considered�

To our knowledge� there does not exist an extension of Statelog for disjunctive

programming�

Other formalisms that are related to the present work come from the

arti�cial intelligence domain� Such an example is McCarthy�s situation calcu�

lus ���� a formalism for describing change in �rst�order logic� The situation

calculus views the world as consisting of a sequence of situations� each of which

is a �snapshot� of the state of the world� Situations are generated from previous

situations by actions� In the Chronolog case� situations are integer time�points

and moving from one point to another is accomplished with the use of temporal

operators� Research on the situation calculus has given numerous results� many

of them concerning extensions related to temporal reasoning ��� ���� The situation

calculus is not a logic programming language 	in the usual sense
 but a formal

system for representing change in the world� In this respect� the two formalisms

have di�erent goals and di�erent underlying theory� For example� the minimal

model and the �xpoint semantics that characterize elegantly the meaning of Dis�

junctive Chronolog programs� do not apply in general to a Situation Calculus

speci�cation� It should be mentioned however that there has been research on

designing logic programming languages based on the situation calculus� One

such example is the GOLOG language ��� ��� which borrows features from both

the situation calculus and classical logic programming�

Other time�related formalisms that come from the arti�cial intelligence

domain� are action languages �� �� ���� causal logic �
� and the event calculus 
�

	see also the special issue of the Journal of Logic Programming� Vol �� No ���

on �Reasoning about action and Change�
� Again� these are mainly declarative

speci�cation formalisms rather than logic programming languages� It would be

interesting though to refer to ��� in which the action language A is translated into

�extended logic programs�� the conclusions drawn by the authors of �� is that �to

make the translation complete ��� can be achieved by using the more expressible

language of disjunctive programs�� This is also noticed in �� where the use of

disjunction is also suggested in order to achieve completeness of translation�

In this reference however it is noticed that the usefulness of their approach

�� � � depends on the development and availability of query answering systems for

disjunctive and abductive programs��
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A conclusion that can be drawn from the above discussion is that there

exist common aspects between temporal logic programming and the formalisms

proposed for representing action and change in Arti�cial Intelligence� The two

above areas can certainly in�uence each other� but a further examination of

such connections is outside the scope of this paper� The work proposed in

this paper is the enhancement of temporal logic programming with disjunctions�

an extension that leads to better capabilities for expressing uncertainty in a

temporal framework�

x� Conclusions
Temporal programming� either functional or logic� has been widely used

as a means for describing systems that are inherently dynamic� On the other

hand the need to express uncertainty has led researchers to introduce disjunc�

tive logic programming ���� In this paper� we have introduced the paradigm of

temporal disjunctive logic programming and proposed a new programming lan�

guage� called Disjunctive Chronolog� which combines the virtues of Disjunctive

and Temporal logic programming in a uni�ed framework� We have presented the

syntax and the declarative semantics of the language� In particular� we have de�

veloped the minimal model and the �xpoint semantics and have demonstrated

their equivalence� It is worth noting here that the model state semantics of

disjunctive logic programs ���� can be easily extended to apply to Disjunctive

Chronolog programs�

We have also shown that SLO�resolution� a proof procedures developed

for disjunctive logic programs� can be easily extended to apply to Disjunctive

Chronolog programs� Using the idea of mapping a canonical instance of a Dis�

junctive Chronolog program into a classical program� we can also adapt easily

other resolution based proof procedures developed for disjunctive logic programs�

such as SLI�resolution ��� ��� and SLOP�resolution ��� 	SLO�resolution with pro�

gram partitions
 to apply to Disjunctive Chronolog programs� More details

about this adaptation can be found in 	��

The main tool we have used in our investigation is the notion of canon�

ical temporal clauses� This concept was introduced by W� W� Wadge and M�

Orgun ��� �	�� and is a common practice in dealing with temporal ��� ��� �	� logic

programming languages� However� we have recently developed a proof procedure
�� for branching�time logic programs ���� which does not require the restriction to

canonical program and goal clauses� Since such proof procedures can not be ob�
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tained by directly extending proof procedures for disjunctive logic programs� it

would be an interesting topic for further research to investigate whether this gen�

eralized procedure can be adapted to apply to Disjunctive Chronolog programs�

It might also be interesting to consider a disjunctive extension of the temporal

logic programming language TEMPLOG �� which o�ers a more expessive set of

temporal operators than Chronolog�
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